Thinking Anew about US Nuclear Policy toward Russia

One of President Donald Trump’s first actions after entering office was to direct Secretary of Defense James Mattis to “initiate a new Nuclear Posture Review to ensure that the United States nuclear deterrent is modern, robust, flexible, resilient, ready, and appropriately tailored to deter 21st-century threats and reassure our allies.” Secretary Mattis has since reportedly directed that the new Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) be completed in six months. This new 2017 NPR will be the fourth in a series, following the 1994, 2001, and 2010 NPRs. There has been both significant consistency in these previous NPRs and some significant innovations. The forthcoming NPR will confront two overarching questions: First: what are the changes in the security environment since the 2010 NPR? And, second, what do these changes suggest regarding US policies and requirements? The discussion here focuses only on Russia, but there are important parallels with regard to US-Chinese relations and our allies in Asia that are worthy of serious consideration.

The New World Disorder

The most fundamental starting point is to recognize that threat conditions have worsened dramatically since the 2010 NPR. Each of the three previous NPRs presumed a more benign new world order in which nuclear weapons and deterrence would play a declining role. The predominant view has been that the post–Cold War world is moving away from nuclear weapons and that nuclear deterrence is increasingly irrelevant to US relations with Russia and China. It is difficult to overstate the certainty that has attended this worldview or the significance of the nuclear policy directions it has inspired. The expectation of this more benign new world order corresponded to the conclusions that US nuclear forces and nuclear deterrence were of greatly declining value and that US nuclear policy should address, first and foremost, priorities other than deterrence. The 2010 NPR identified the highest priority goals of US nuclear policy as addressing the threat of nuclear terrorism
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and promoting nonproliferation and nuclear disarmament. The progressive reduction of US nuclear forces and their roles was linked to advancing these priorities.\textsuperscript{5} The overarching US nuclear policy direction that followed from these beliefs has been that the salience and number of nuclear weapons should be lowered on a continuing basis.

Unfortunately, it is now clear that the expected more benign new world order has been overtaken by reality,\textsuperscript{6} including particularly blatant Russian and Chinese actions to overturn the existing political order in Europe and Asia respectively and the decade-long expansion of nuclear capabilities pursued by both Moscow and Beijing. Today’s stark reality is demonstrated by Russia’s call for a new “post-West” world order,\textsuperscript{7} its continuing aggression against Ukraine, and explicit nuclear first-use threats against NATO states and neutrals.\textsuperscript{8} The Putin regime has sought repeatedly to coerce the West with threats of nuclear first-use employment. According to Russian military writings and exercises, as reported, the West is expected to concede in the face of Russian nuclear escalation threats or limited nuclear first use.\textsuperscript{9} The former commander of US European Command, Gen Philip Breedlove, USAF, retired, has emphasized this Russian perspective regarding the role of nuclear weapons and the marked difference between Russian and Western views:

\begin{quote}
NATO policymakers and planners must recognize that their Russian counterparts view nuclear weapons as practical tools for gaining tactical advantage on the battlefield, escalation control, and for intimidation during conflict termination: Russian views on the utility of nuclear weapons are a sharp departure from most Western thinking and thus represent a potentially dangerous risk during a crisis. The more Russian decision-makers believe this gap in perceptions exists, the more tempted they could be to threaten the use of nuclear weapons during a crisis, or actually employ them.\textsuperscript{10}
\end{quote}

Correspondingly, Russia is not interested in limiting its theater conventional or nuclear forces and has deployed a nuclear-capable cruise missile, reportedly the SSC-8, in direct violation of the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty.\textsuperscript{11} According to Col Gen Sergei Ivanov, then-Kremlin Chief of Staff, Russia has little incentive for further nuclear arms control negotiations with the United States because Russian systems “are relatively new” while the United States has “not conducted any upgrades for a long time.”\textsuperscript{12} While this is an overstatement, it is true that until recently US nuclear modernization has been on a hiatus for decades.\textsuperscript{13}
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Russia's coercive nuclear threats and reported planning for nuclear first use presents a profound new challenge for Western deterrence and assurance strategies.\(^{14}\) Russia now brandishes nuclear strike capabilities, including long-range capabilities, for coercive purposes, including, as a recent report by the Joint Chiefs of Staff states, “to change the decision calculus of [US] leaders or the public’s appetite for foreign military operations.” Indeed, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recently released its Joint Operating Environment 2035 report, which states:

Over the next two decades, there will be a significant evolution in long-range strike weapons capable of ranging the U.S. homeland. . . . The purpose of state adversary investments in global strike assets capable of reaching North America is to threaten key targets within the United States during a conflict. . . . Adversaries will threaten the homeland not to physically destroy the United States, or even in anticipation of materially hindering its economic or military potential, but rather to change the decision calculus of leaders or the public’s appetite for foreign military operations.\(^{15}\)

This reality takes aim at the heart of US deterrence and assurance goals and strategies. It is not speculation about some dark future; this challenge is emerging here and now.\(^{16}\) In response, some commentators in Europe, including in Germany, are discussing an independent nuclear “Euro-deterrent.”\(^{17}\) NATO’s deputy supreme allied commander, Sir Adrian Bradshaw, describes the current threat context in stark terms: “The threat from Russia is that through opportunism and mistakes and a lack of clarity regarding our deterrence we find ourselves sliding into an unwanted conflict which has existential implications.”\(^{18}\)

These are the unfolding threat realities of the post–Cold War security environment, and they present both familiar and unprecedented challenges for US deterrence and assurance goals. Consequently, priorities for the forthcoming US Nuclear Posture Review should include: identifying Russian goals and strategy, explaining why Moscow believes it has exploitable advantages that now enable it to change the post–Cold War order and issue coercive nuclear first-use threats, and identifying in light of those goals and beliefs steps that the West should undertake to strengthen its deterrence of Moscow and assurance of allies.

**Russian Goals**

First, based on open Russian leadership writings and speeches over the years, it is clear that Moscow is driven to correct what it perceives to be
the geopolitical injustices forced on it by the West in Russia’s post–Cold War time of weakness. President Vladimir Putin famously called the collapse of the Soviet Union the greatest catastrophe of the twentieth century and sees in it a legacy that must be corrected. Moscow believes that the West has pushed Russia too far and has further highly aggressive designs against Russia, including regime change. Consequently, the Putin regime is rearming Russia and changing European borders with the expressed goal of overturning the current post–Cold War settlement and restoring Russia’s power position. This combination of Russian goals and perceptions makes friction with the West inevitable: it carries the potential for high-stakes conflict and even escalation to nuclear use.

**Russian Perceptions of Exploitable Advantage**

Russia believes it has exploitable advantages of military capability and political will that undergird its goal of overturning the status quo. Significantly, it appears to doubt NATO’s resolve to resist if Russia poses the threat of war and nuclear coercion. In addition to its apparent skepticism regarding NATO’s resolve, Moscow’s self-image threatens deterrence in Europe and understandably frightens US allies. A related theme in Russian writings is Moscow’s apparent belief that Russia has exploitable nuclear and conventional force advantages over the West. These include greater, immediately available local conventional force capabilities and readiness. President Putin has boasted that he can have Russian troops in five NATO capitals in two days. These advantages perceived by Russia also include nuclear escalation options. Given Russian skepticism about the West’s will to resist, Moscow appears to believe its escalation of a conflict will leave NATO with no credible response options. The commander of the US European command, Gen Curtis Scaparrotti, recently observed, “Most concerning, however, is Moscow’s substantial inventory of non-strategic nuclear weapons in the [European Command area of responsibility] and its troubling doctrine that calls on the potential use of these weapons to escalate its way out of a failing conflict. Russia’s fielding of a conventional/nuclear dual-capable system that is prohibited under the INF Treaty creates a mismatch in escalatory options with the West.”

The difference today, of course, is that NATO frontline states are former parts of the Soviet Union or former members of its Warsaw Pact. This point may be extremely significant because cognitive studies typically
conclude that humans will accept greater risk to recover a value considered unfairly lost than to acquire a new gain. The leadership in Moscow clearly believes the West has inflicted great losses on Russia that must be recovered. This point suggests the considerable challenge of deterring the Russian leadership in this second nuclear age and that Western Cold War approaches to deterrence are incomplete guides for contemporary deterrence strategies. I am not suggesting here that Russia wants war or is cavalier about the prospect of nuclear war. Rather, Moscow appears to feel privileged to take aggressive positions against the West given its perception of exploitable asymmetries in capability, resolve, and readiness to risk war. This perception is key to the potential for deterrence failure in Europe and the growing need to further assure threatened allies. Just how much freedom Russia believes it has to expand its position aggressively and how it will act with that freedom likely depends on Moscow’s calculations of NATO’s determination, readiness, and power to resist. That is a calculation the West can affect by its statements, capabilities, and actions. For example, some commentators assert that the Putin regime has dangerous designs on the Baltic states; others say it has no such designs. My point is that there probably is not a fixed answer to this question regarding Russia’s readiness to act on its aspirations and perceptions of advantage. Rather, the Putin regime is pragmatic—and thus the West can act to limit Moscow’s agenda and actions vis-à-vis the Baltic states and elsewhere. This possible constraint on Moscow’s ambitions and moves is one that makes Russia today different from Hitler’s Germany of 1939 and is why strengthening NATO’s deterrence position now is so critical.

**US Policies to Strengthen Deterrence and Assurance**

What are the implications of these realities for Western deterrence and assurance strategies and requirements? The most basic need is to end Russia’s misperceptions that its capability, resolve, and readiness to break the West at the risk of war are greater than the West’s capability, resolve, and readiness to prevent it from doing so. Prudently addressing this need for deterrence and assurance purposes demands US policies and forces that are of sufficient size and flexibility to adapt as necessary to an increasingly hostile and dynamic nuclear threat environment. That fundamental principle and metric for defining US adequacy is very different from the previous dominant post–Cold War policy direction,
which sought largely to reduce and constrain US nuclear capabilities on a continuing basis to serve a different set of priority goals. This new principle mandates that the decisive question now is “how much capacity is enough” rather than how rapidly can the United States further reduce nuclear forces so as to advance the highest priority goals of nonproliferation and nuclear zero. 24

Helpful in this regard would be consistent, resolute, alliance-wide declaratory policies along with relevant exercises that signal a message of resolve to Moscow that the United States and NATO will not prove wobbly, even under Moscow’s coercive nuclear threats. To wit, for deterrence purposes, the West must deny Moscow any expectation of an exploitable advantage in political will, nuclear threats, or nuclear escalation. A useful example of a helpful declaratory policy was provided in 2016 by then-new British Prime Minister Theresa May. When asked in Parliament if she would ever authorize a nuclear strike given the dangers involved, she responded yes without hesitation. May added, “The whole point of a deterrent is that our enemies need to know that we would be prepared to use it. . . . We must send an unequivocal message to any adversary that the cost of an attack on our United Kingdom or our allies will be far greater than anything it might hope to gain.” 25 No doubt Moscow paid considerable attention to that unambiguous deterrence signal.

The interaction between increased Western nonnuclear defense preparedness in Europe and the perceived credibility of the West’s nuclear deterrent is important. In response to Russian threats and expansionism, Western efforts to deploy high-readiness, nonnuclear defensive capabilities to protect NATO frontline states from a Russian military fait accompli will likely reduce Moscow’s perceptions of exploitable advantage and also strengthen the credibility of US extended deterrence commitments. Why? Because doing so will help deny Moscow’s perceptions of an easy Russian fait accompli and demonstrate united Western resolve to put itself on the line for this cause. The West understood this point well during the Cold War. To use Cold War terms, a NATO conventional tripwire or plate-glass door that is understood by Moscow to lead to intolerable loss if it should attack and escalate can be of great value for deterrence. But, Estonian President Kersti Kaljulaid recently observed that NATO now needs more than “just a tripwire” to make “our deterrent believable.” 26 The Lithuanian defense minister has similarly said that NATO must improve its reaction time and add “more capability,
and not only land troops but also air defenses and capabilities to counter any blockade.”

The level of additional, forward-deployed NATO defensive capability needed for this deterrent purpose is an important question with no obviously correct, precise answer. Lt Gen Valery Zaparenko, a former deputy chief of the Russian general staff, commented recently in this regard, “You can’t deter much with a few battalions.” A pertinent 2016 RAND study concluded: “Having a force of about seven brigades, including three heavy armored brigades—adequately supported by airpower, land-based fires, and other enablers on the ground and ready to fight at the onset of hostilities” might provide an adequate initial deterrent.

Because Moscow views nuclear escalation as an exploitable threat or act—based in part on its perceived ability to control escalation to its advantage—the West’s deterrence and assurance strategies can neither escape the nuclear dimension nor be limited to in-theater capabilities. There are no solely nonnuclear or wholly local fixes that can fully address NATO’s deterrence and assurance need to counter apparent Russian perceptions of exploitable advantage. However, as former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta recently observed, in some cases credible deterrence demands that the United States “make it very clear” that “we will respond in kind.” Some Western steps to undertake or consider in this regard include the following:

- Modernizing the US nuclear triad, to include some very low-yield options on accurate US strategic missile systems, and strengthening command-and-control systems.
- Deploying US national missile defense capabilities sufficient to deny any opponent a plausible strategy of coercing Washington via threats of limited nuclear attack (this step is essential if only given the emerging North Korean ICBM threat to the United States).
- Advancing the delivery date of the nuclear-capable F-35 and B61-12 combination.
- Having capabilities to hold at risk hard, deeply buried targets.
- Increasing NATO dual-capable aircraft (DCA) survivability and readiness.
- Expanding DCA burden sharing among allies by involving more allies in important nonnuclear activities related to NATO’s nuclear
deterrent and possibly by inviting personnel from additional NATO states to serve as DCA pilots.

- Ensuring that NATO conventional forces can survive and fight in the context of limited Russian nuclear escalation.

- Increasing the active and passive defense of key NATO nodes and assets against conventional and nuclear strike.

- Ensuring the capability to penetrate advanced defensive systems such as the Russian S-500.

- Expanding Western nonstrategic nuclear deterrent options, possibly including a nuclear-capable SLCM and/or a nuclear-capable F-35C.

The development of “new” US nuclear capabilities should not be ruled out peremptorily by policy. At the same time, increased US nuclear force numbers may well be unnecessary. But some plausible nuclear capabilities could help reduce Moscow’s perceptions of exploitable advantages. Some commentators suggest that any “new” US nuclear capability would likely upset the delicate domestic political consensus in favor of US nuclear modernization and thus must be rejected. This domestic political concern may be valid and an important consideration, but any review of emerging policy and force needs must at least identify all those steps that could serve to strengthen deterrence and assurance—even if a subsequent political decision might avoid some such steps given anticipated domestic political costs. The possible cost of a decision to forego a potentially helpful capability for fear of domestic political reactions must at least be understood and conveyed to US political leaders to support their informed decision-making. With regard to defining what “new” steps may be politically viable, it may be helpful to recall that the fiscal year 2016 National Defense Authorization Act’s discussion of the US Stockpile Responsiveness Program indicates bipartisan support for “the policy of the United States to identify, sustain, enhance, integrate, and continually exercise all capabilities required to conceptualize, study, design, develop, engineer, certify, produce, and deploy nuclear weapons to ensure the nuclear deterrent of the United States remains safe, secure, reliable, credible, and responsive.” Recall also that then-commander of US Strategic Command, Gen Kevin Chilton, USAF, observed publicly that the US nuclear force posture deemed adequate for the 2010 NPR was predicated on the assumptions that Russia would abide by its
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arms control treaty commitments and that there would be no call for additional capabilities. The Russians have since violated the former assumption, and the latter is now an open question given Moscow’s expansionism, buildup of new nuclear forces, and extremely dangerous views of escalation.

However the delineation of necessary and politically viable Western steps to support deterrence and assurance may unfold, a more direct and unified Western declaratory policy should complement any plan. The long-held policy notion that uncertainty and ambiguity with regard to Western deterrence strategy are adequate for deterrence needs to be reconsidered. Historical and contemporary evidence is overwhelming that, as with conventional forces, uncertainty and ambiguity sometimes are not adequate for deterrence or assurance. Rather, explicit and direct statements are necessary in some cases; establishing effective deterrence of the Putin regime in particular appears to be such a case.
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Notes


4. This worldview was reflected in a highly regarded 1991 Foreign Affairs article written by three senior former officials and authors, including the late Robert McNamara. To wit, hostility with Russia was described as “hardly more likely to be revived as the religious wars of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries between Catholics and Protestants in Europe.” Carl Kaysen, Robert S. McNamara, and George W. Rathjens, “Nuclear Weapons After the Cold War,” Foreign Affairs 70, no. 4 (Fall 1991): 96. Over two decades later, the Global Zero Commission study, chaired by a former vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, similarly said, “The risk of nuclear


6. So much so that Sweden has decided to return to military conscription, and the Swedish defense minister, Peter Hultqvist, has acknowledged: “Politicians at the time maybe thought that the future would be more sunny than the reality is today. . . . The security situation and what could come in the future was underestimated.” See Martin Selsoe Sorensen, “Sweden Reinstates Conscription, with an Eye on Russia,” *New York Times*, 2 March 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/02/world/europe/sweden-draft-conscription.html?_r=0.


16. Given these unfortunate realities, key Obama administration officials rightly concluded that we are now playing catch-up as the modernization of US nuclear capabilities is priority number one for the deterrence of enemies and the assurance of allies. As a 2016 DOD report states: “The nuclear deterrent is the DoD’s highest priority mission.” Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological Defense Programs, Strategic Planning Guidance FY 2018–2022, February 2016, 2. And, as former Secretary of Defense Carter noted in November 2016, “While we didn’t build anything new for 25 years, and neither did our allies, others did—including Russia, North Korea, China, Pakistan, India, and for a period of time, Iran. We [now] can’t wait any longer.” Quoted in Jamie McIntyre, “Carter Says Nuclear-Armed Foes Catching Up to the US,” Washington Examiner, 3 November 2016, http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/carter-says-nuclear-armed-foes-catching-up-to-the-us/article/2606380.


23. This need for adaptability has been emphasized by the Trump administration’s national security advisor. See Lt Gen H. R. McMaster, USA, “Strategy, Policy and History” (address, Foreign Policy Initiative Forum, Washington, DC, 20 November 2016), 10, http://foreignpolicyi.org/2016forum/mcmaster.


33. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen Joseph Dunford recently observed, “Clearly we see now a combination of both intercontinental ballistic missile capability as well as an effort to put a nuclear warhead on that intercontinental ballistic missile. So North Korea not only threatens South Korea and not only threatens the region, but now presents a threat to the homeland as well.” Gen Joseph Dunford, USMC, interview with Michael O’Hanlon, Brookings Institution, 23 February 2017, https://www.defense.gov/Video?videoid=511122.
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